To Dealers and Manufacturers

We carry in stock a complete Line of Radio Parts and Accessories, including:

UNITED SIGNAL REMPLER FRESHMAN

UNITED Transforms

UNITED AUDIO
Type A-1 Ratio 5 to 1
Technically Perfect

UNITED AUDIO
Type A-2 Ratio 3 to 1
Clear Distinct Signals

United Radio Frequency Transformers
USED BY THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF AUSTRALIA

Radiovox Receiving Sets
ARE SEALED FOR BOTH FARMERS AND BROADCASTERS. SEND FOR CATALOGUE & PARTICULARS
Now ready at any time. Efficient for Country use. We guarantee to change our Sealed Radiovox Sets to an Open Set for 3 Pounds

Dealers’ Winter orders for Signal, United, Rempler and other parts should be placed soon in order to give us an opportunity to protect dealers’ requirements. Our sales are now many times larger than expected. Please advise us.

United Distributing Co. N S W. Ltd.
(WHOLESALE ONLY)
28 CLARENCE ST., SYDNEY and at 592 BOURKE ST. MELBOURNE
BRISBANE ADELAIDE PERTH
Postmaster-General Acts.

After weeks of patient but insistent toil, the Association for the Development of Wireless in Australia, New Zealand and Fiji, backed by public opinion, has succeeded in persuading Mr. Gibson to grant its representatives a hearing.

As a result, representatives from each license for broadcasting and an equal number of representatives of the other interests involved will meet in Sydney within the next fortnight in an endeavour to reach a solution of the problems which at present bar the public from a proper appreciation of broadcasting.

Since the experimenters are among "the other interests involved," they of course will be represented.

As it may safely be assumed that only those possessing the broadest possible vision and a proper appreciation of the responsibilities which rest upon them will be chosen as representatives, the forthcoming meeting may be regarded as the turning point on the road to experimental progress.

SPECIAL ROSTER

Wireless Weekly Transmitting Tests. March 24th to March 31st

The following is the special roster arranged with Sydney transmitters for the tests from March 24th to March 31st.

Country and Interstate listeners are requested to send their completed logs to the Editor, Wireless Weekly, 33 Regent Street, Sydney.

Transmissions each night as follows:

7 to 7.15 p.m. .......... 2DE
7.15 to 7.30 p.m. .......... 2AS
7.30 to 7.45 p.m. .......... 2BS
7.45 to 8 p.m. .......... 2HR
8 to 8.15 p.m. .......... 2HM
8.15 to 8.30 p.m. .......... 2VM
8.30 to 8.45 p.m. .......... 2X
8.45 to 9 p.m. .......... 2Z7
9 to 9.15 p.m. .......... 2YI
9.15 to 9.30 p.m. .......... 2EN
9.30 to 9.45 p.m. .......... 2YG
9.45 to 10 p.m. .......... 2IW
10 to 10.15 p.m. .......... 2Z6
10.15 to 10.30 p.m. .......... 2DI
10.30 to 10.45 p.m. .......... 2I0

W. P. Rees, Roseville.
A. H. Gray, Gilgara.
K. Vickery, Burliatone Park
J. S. Marks, Rose Bay.
R. C. Marsden, Edgecliff.
V. M. Derrick, Wooloowara.
D. G. McIntyre, Pyrmont.
C. P. Smith, Cremorne.
P. Nolan, Bellevue Hill.
J. W. Cottrell, Randwick.
R. A. E. J. F., Randwick.
O. Sandel, Kensington.
R. E. MacIntosh, Lane Cove.
A. T. Whitaker, Bankstown.
L. N. Schultz, Lane Cove.
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Momentous Conference.

GETTING TOGETHER

For some months past the need for the combining of the thousands of experimenters in N.S.W. into one great body has become increasingly evident. Although in the past, one or two attempts made by the Wireless Institute at some sort of unity control met with scant success, the rapid march of events, especially during the last few weeks, has demonstrated to every experimenter who has the capacity to think for himself, that for his own protection, organisation on some definite basis is essential.

Some weeks ago a card was mailed by Mr. Mahone to every licensed experimenter in Australia, reminding him that his licence was issued in accordance with the Wireless Telegraph Regulations, and containing the significant instruction that he must be called on to produce evidence to show that he is experimenting. Whether that card was intended as a sealed threat, or merely by way of showing the broadcasting interests that the P.M.G. Department is on the job, need not be discussed here. In any case, it may be regarded as the thin edge of the wedge, and it must, and should, give rise to some hard thinking on the part of the experimenters, whose lack of organisation has up to the present left them open to attack and interference by the authorities.

During the war, as is well known, experimental activities were shut down by the Government, and the control of wireless telegraphy was passed over to the Royal Australian Naval Radio Service, which had at its head Commander Crosswell. It may not be too hotly remembered that, after the war, when experimenters sought to have the ban on their activities removed, a determined effort was made to, and for all put the experimenters out of existence.

The Wireless Institute, which after years of enforced silence, was hurriedly reformed, took the matter in hand. For weeks the Institute championed what was virtually a lost cause, and each was the weight of its fighting strength and the justice of its claims, that Commander Crosswell was commissioned to Sydney in order to discuss the position at a conference. As a result of that conference, the Council returned to Melbourne with the full realisation that the experimenters as a body, was a force to be reckoned with very seriously before attempting to interfere with his progress. The message we want to bring home to all those experimenters is today, is that the future, their interests, are in the hands of experimenters entirely in the efforts of the Wireless Institute, with which in those strenuous days must be associated the names of men like Phil Rees, Ron Cooke, and others, whose high ideals and unity of purpose held the Institute together.

The results of their efforts are plainly evident at the present time. Thousands of people, representing every profession and every walk of life all over the State, hold experimental licences. Everywhere radio clubs and societies have sprung up, and the experimental movement is fast growing into an epidemic. The one vital thing lacking is organisation, and this is evidenced by the fact that quite recently a letter was received by the Wireless Institute from Mr. Mahone, intimating that, so far as certain experimental matters are concerned, his Department preferred to deal with one central body in such State, rather than with scattered bodies, individually not representative of the whole of the experimenters. A brief consideration will show that this is not only reasonable, but something that is highly necessary in the mutual interests of the P.M.G. Department (which administers the Regulations as they stand at the present time) and the genuine experimenters. The letter from Mr. Mahone was virtually a request to the Wireless Institute to take steps towards combining the whole of the N.S.W. experimenters under one central executive council.

It was obvious to all that the Institute was powerless to act without the co-operation of other clubs and societies throughout the State. Accordingly a circular letter was sent to the secretaries of all clubs, inviting them to send delegates to a conference for the purpose of discussing the whole situation.

That conference, which was held at the Royal Society's Museum, Sydney, on March 10th, was the most important event that has taken place in the history of the experimental movement in Australia, and we desire to have the most far reaching results. The full Council of the Institute was present, and the following clubs were represented:
March 28, 1924.

N.S.W. Radio Association.
Hawarra Radio Club.
Kangaroo Wireless Association.
Northern Suburban Radio Association.
Bolam Valley District Radio Society.
Neutral Bay Radio Club.
Newcastle Radio Club.
Waverley Radio Club.
Maroubra and District Radio Club.
Campsie and District Radio Club.
Arundel Radio Club.
Wentworth Radio Club.
Croydon Radio Club.
Concord Radio Club.
Kurnell Radio Club.
Western Suburbs Amateur Radio Association.
Metropolitan Radio Club.
Australian Radio Relay League.

There was a tone of deep seriousness which showed that the importance of the resolutions which were to be considered was fully realised by all.

The broad proposal put to the delegates by the Wireless Institute was for an affiliation between the radio clubs in N.S.W. and the Wireless Institute. It is significant that the points raised by delegate and subsequently referred mainly to minor matters affecting the inner workings of the clubs they represented. In no case was there evidenced any but a sincere desire to achieve the object for which the conference was called, the co-ordination of radio clubs' activities throughout N.S.W.

Mr. Perry (Waverley) moved, and Mr. Luckman (Croydon) seconded the following resolutions, which was unanimously carried:

"That all N.S.W. radio societies affiliate with the Wireless Institute, N.S.W. Division. Such affiliation not to affect the entity of the affiliating society in any way other than that they will be required to adopt the memorandum and articles of association under which the Institute is constituted, and shall pay an annual affiliation fee to the Institute."

Details of Affiliation.

Every club in N.S.W., including the Wireless Institute, is entitled to nominate one delegate for every 50 members, and these delegates are empowered to discuss any matter affecting the experimental movement. Having arrived at a decision, that decision is then submitted to the Council of the Wireless Institute, this latter procedure being necessary under the articles of association to which the Wireless Institute is bound to adhere. The Council, thus, will pass on its recommendations to the executive of the Wireless Institute.

It was proposed by Mr. Newman (Wireless Institute), and seconded by Mr. Hamilton (Marrickville), that the affiliation fee per club be 1/ per annum. It was, however, made quite clear that this amount was a tentative proposition only, and that if in the future, occasion arose to either increase or decrease it, the delegates would recommend the necessary alterations. The main fact to remember is that the amount of affiliation fee will be just sufficient to cover the bare costs of the expenses incurred by the affiliation, and is not intended to swell the funds of the Wireless Institute.

It may be argued by some that the fact that the recommendations of delegates must be referred to the Council of the Institute, points to the Council having the final say in any matter. The answer to that is that if the delegates (amongst whom are representatives of the Institute itself) who are voicing the opinions of every club in N.S.W. make certain recommendations to the Council, it would be a moral impossibility for the Council to do other than carry these resolutions into effect.

Purpose of Affiliation.

These may be summed up in a few words: For the protection and the advancement of the experimental movement. The hopelessness of diversity of numerous small bodies acting without any cooperation between them must be patent to any thinking man, and it must be a matter for great satisfaction to every genuine experimenter to know that the foundation stone to the only practicable scheme under which experimenters can hope to exist, has at last been laid by the Wireless Institute.

From this beginning will grow a great and properly organized body, which, if it can take up at a moment's notice any matter which affects the privileges of experimenters. No one can foretell what may happen in the future. The present regulations place the experimenter in a peculiar position, and, aside from the fact that the use of regenerative circuits in certain areas has been prohibited, thus taking away one of the chief interests in experimenting, the present system of broadcasting points inevitably to the fact that sooner or later there must be a clash between experimenters and the broadcasting interests. What form that trouble will take it is difficult to foresee, although Mr. Maloney's card seems to throw a little light on the position.

However, if it becomes necessary for the experimenter to actively protect his interests, there is vast satisfaction in the fact that the organization of all clubs under one executive body is now well under way. It is the dawn of a new era for the experimenter.

The credit must be given to the Wireless Institute, which took the initiative. The Institute, which endeavours to live up to the highest principles of service to the movement, is shortly establishing a bureau of information, and Mr. C. D. Macfarlane, who is now in America, has been authorized to purchase the necessary apparatus for the setting up of a laboratory for scientific research in the field of wireless. The services of this laboratory will be for the benefit primarily of the experimenters, Secondly, the trade, and thirdly the general public.

Croydon Radio School
Lang-st., Croydon

A Special Class
will be held every THURSDAY
commencing 27th March, for experimenters who wish to become more proficient in Morse. Pupils will also be specially coached to prepare them for Government Examination for Transmitting and Receiving Licences.

Fee: 2/- per lesson
7.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.
Crystal Detector Unit

By "Planterson."

In my article last week I described how to make a highly efficient house coupler and I now propose to tell you how to construct a crystal detector for use with the former.

This unit will be found to be very easily made and will prove quite successful.

The materials required for this you may already have; they were enumerated in last week's issue. For the benefit of the new readers I will repeat the list:

2. Phone condenser.
3. Cat whisker.
4. Piece of spring phosphor bronze, 2 in. x ½ in.
5. Contact seal and nut.
6. Terminals with nuts.

At least one of these terminals should be of the type having a centre spindle —this is for the cat whisker.

The cigar box having been well shellacked open the lid and place the box on the bench, bottom upwards. It is not necessary to remove the lid. Now proceed to mark it out as suggested by the diagram. This will not require exceptional engineering ability. Again let me advise you to drill all eight holes a shade larger than the diameter of the spud of the terminals and apply the shellac to those holes so that the inner surface is well shellacked. This prevents any leakage through the cedar.

Leave the box to dry and let us look at the strips of phosphor bronze. With a pair of strips or old scissors, cut the two ends as shown in the drawing. (Notice I stipulate old scissors; I do this on purpose, for I haven't heard the end of my mistake in using the best in the house. You see, I am married.) Next, find the middle and drill a hole large enough to allow a constant to pass through. Now bend into shape shown.

For a cat whisker most writers suggest a piece of No. 36 gauge fine wire. While this is quite satisfactory, I prefer a gold cat whisker, falling which until a slight stretch or give is noticed in the part being pulled. On releasing the strain it will be found that the wire is perfect in straight and rigid. Right angled bends are accomplished with the aid of a pair of pliers. Before leaving the subject of wiring, let me again emphasise the necessity for soldering each joint.

Plan of Detector Unit.

The cat whisker is now inserted in its place by measuring the top portion of the middle terminal and placing the U piece round the centre spindle. Make certain that the pointed end rests on the crystal clip and screw down the top portion of the terminal. Insert the crystal in the clip and the unit is now ready for use with the house coupler.

Last week you will remember the two flexible leads which were brought out of two holes which marked in your secondary page (Fig. B). These two leads are now connected to the two terminals on the one side of the unit and the telephones are connected to either pair of terminals on the other end. I have stipulated U terminals for phones to allow the use of two pairs of phones at the same time. This is very useful at times.

Granted that you now have made the house coupler and the detecting unit with the aid of the pages, an untold and earth and a knowledge of tuning you are now able to receive signals.

Crystal Cup

If you haven't put these necessary, slip along to a radio friend and borrow his or rather try your set out at his house. It may take you a week to find this willing friend, so in the meantime I will save time by preparing a few general hints on this subject which will be published next week.
The response which has been made by members of the Relay League to the request for definite information regarding the times at which they are prepared to work their stations for League traffic has been somewhat disappointing. The Radio Relay League in common with other radio experimental bodies, is apparently experiencing difficulty in maintaining any activity, owing to a lack of interest among the experimenters constituting it.

During recent weeks the committee has been aware of no plans for any time in the near future for a capital working scheme in hand. This scheme can, however, only be carried out if every member of the League is prepared to shoulder his own particular burden and work so as to make the League a real live body.

A Relay organisation, be it amateur or commercial, depends entirely on its weakest link, and it will quite easily be seen that unless each experimenter who has joined up with the A.R.R.L. is prepared to do his own particular share of actual transmission and reception the movement cannot progress.

It is to be sincerely hoped that within the next few days members will realise that work is the ace and will immediately furnish the Honorary Organising Secretary, Mr. J. V. Coote, with the particulars asked for on the schedule forms which were posted to them some little time ago. It has been pointed out from time to time in our columns that the Relay League is a real experimental organisation, one which will not only give the amateur something worth while, but will at the same time make a trained wireless operator of him.

It is very safe to state that in spite of the large numbers of experimenters at work in this State today, very few of them would be of any use whatever if suddenly called upon to do some commercial work in time of national emergency. The amateur movement therefore is not doing all that it might do towards thoroughly training a body of radio men. If the A.R.R.L. proves a successful movement it should result in amateurs being trained to a pitch of perfection. Their value under such a scheme would be inestimable. Wireless Weekly sincerely hopes that the Relay League will meet with every success.

(Crystal Detectors and their Action.

(By W. J. Zech.)

When the average wireless enthusiast first becomes bitten by the radio bug, one of the symptoms of his condition will be a desire to secure and test innumerable pieces of metallic-like substance which he learns to call crystals. It be he of an inspiring turn of mind he will set to work to learn a few facts concerning these so-called crystals, and I will endeavour to explain to you some of the very interesting facts which he becomes acquainted with.

Perhaps it would be first advisable to mention the names by which these crystals are known, and the following are a few in general use. One of the first to be used was carbondium, in appearance not unlike coal, of a bluish-green colour. Another well-known crystal is silicon, while others are galena, iron pyrites, copper pyrites and perlcon—consisting of arsenic and silicoquartz, used in conjunction with one another. Some crystals—such as galena, iron and copper pyrites—are natural mineral substances,
My Experiences with the "Autoplex" Circuit.

(By Percy L. Sewell, M.W.I.A., E.E.)

When Major Armstrong's super regenerative circuit was made public, I think practically every experimenter who had the necessary apparatus hooked it up. However, this circuit did not become popular owing to the extremely critical tuning required in order to get results.

In this article I intend to tell of my results with the Autoplex circuit, which is really an improvement on the Armstrong super. By comparing Figs. 1 and 2 the similarity between them will become apparent.

The Autoplex is very easy to handle, and requires only the following apparatus:

2 Varactors (with starter winding on inside of formwork).
1 UV 301A or C 301A valve.
1 1500 turn honeycomb coil.
1 Valve socket.
1 Resistor.
1 5-volt accumulator.
1 B battery, 45 to 90 volts.
1 C battery, 45 to 90 volts.
1 Pair of telephones or a loud speaker.

In order to get best results, it is essential that the varactors have their starter winding as close as possible to the core. The 1500 turn coil can be dispensed with if a 1 lb. roll of No. 20 wire is available. The C battery varies according to the place battery voltage, 45 volts suits a B battery of 45, whilst at 90 volts a Bax of 9 volts negative on the grid is required.

The apparatus is connected as shown in Fig. 2. It makes no difference how these coils are placed, as no interaction is noticeable.

The most suitable coil seems to be about 20ft. of No. 20 bell wire, hung up anywhere at all. This should be connected to point A, Fig. 2. If both aerial and earth are used the earth is connected to B, and if earth only is used, connect it to A. I find it possible to use any one of these combinations with about equal results, although at different places, one may prove better than the others.

A remarkable feature of this circuit is that it amplifies weak signals in much greater proportion than it does the strong ones. Therefore, it is possible to pick up stations much further on a small aerial than on a larger one.

In turning this circuit, as the valve is 1A, a high pitched whistle, or a sound like the bathroom shower turned full on will be heard in the phones. This indicates that the circuit is working OK. Now, by turning the grid variable and keeping the shower effect in by means of the plate varimeter, the

Continued on next page, vol. 1

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
The Fishing is Good

Says C. A. Wiles.

We have had a breezy note from Mr. C. A. Wiles, who has matched a couple of weeks from the business round, to take a holiday at Lake El¬

warras.

Mr. Wiles has his famous 4-valve Inverse Duplex set with him, and, us¬

ing a Manhattan loud speaker, copes Sydney broadcasting stations. The

local inhabitants (who, by the way, have never heard any music other than

fish yarns), gather some 300 feet away and listen to the radio music each

evening. So far, nothing much has been done with experiment amateurs, as

the fish appear to bite about the same time as the transmissions occur, and

the ticking has to be left in favour of the catching of the daily meal. Later

on, photos which Mr. Wiles is sending along will be published in "Wireless

Weekly."

Questions and Answers

"E.T." (Bondi): These will be published at an early date.

"D.B.C." (Ulmarra): 4CK is a Queensland station. The diagram published in our issue of February 29th: "How to Keep Below Ten Watts," by C. D. Mackenzie is strongly recom¬

mended. Complete lists will be published shortly.

WELLINGTON BROADCASTERS.

H. Gething, of Benmore, N.S.W., has received a letter from Wel¬

lington Broadcasters Ltd. (2YB) congratulating him upon his reception of

their programmes. The power given at 2YB is only 15 watts (fulfilling 15

amps), so that this reception is fairly good going.

On Friday and Saturday (March 15th and 16th), 2VG (R. Allsop, Rand¬

wick), held two-way phone communi¬

cations for 20 minutes with 2AP (Gallier, Wellington N.Z.), using only 10

watts.

American Broadcasting Received on a "Burginphone"

Again we have pleasure in announcing wonderful results being obtained on our "Burginphone" Wire¬

less receiving sets.

On the evening of the 15th inst., Mr. Garner Maddrell, of "Goran Vale," Braidwood, received Cali¬

fornian Broadcasting Station, K.G.O. The following is an extract from Mr. Maddrell's letter:

"Last night I heard by wireless music and speech from America. I tuned in at

6.40 p.m. on Sunday, 16th and listened to an orchestra (an excellent one too) until

7.5 p.m., when I heard the following announcement: K.G.O., California, testing

Pacific time 1.4 a.m. Selections played by Hotel Orchestra, San Francisco."

This was obtained on a "Burginphone" Model 9 receiver and operated a Loud Speaker.

Call at our demonstration rooms, 1st floor, Callaghan House, 391 George Street, Sydney, and we will be pleased to give you a demonstration on this or other models. If unable to call, send for illustrated catalogues.

BURGIN ELECTRIC CO.
WIRELESS ENGINEERS AND SUPPLIERS.
Show Rooms and Sales Department; 1st Floor, Callaghan House,
391 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY.
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An Efficient Trap Circuit Elimination of Interference

(By G. M. Carte.)

The reduction of interference in a subject which interests every experiment. Many complaints have been made of late, by those whose receivers are very close to a transmitting station, that reception of distant stations is badly interfered with by the nearby transmitting station, which can be heard over a wide band of wave lengths.

A practical form of wave trap consists of a few turns of thick wire over 10 or 20 gauge wound over the primary of the receiver, arranged with a variable condenser and tuned to the wave length of the station whose jamming it is desired to cut out. Another point to remember is that a conditioner placed in series with the primary coil of the receiver (not the trap circuit) will assist in making the tuning more selective.

A stage of H.F. amplification makes a receiver very selective, on close selection, but unfortunately the latter is prohibited at the present time. A station which is troubled by interference will do well to add a stage of radio frequency amplification and a trap circuit.

Crystal sets are noted for their broadness of tuning, and if 95% of difficult matter is completely eliminate in

Now, in order to reduce this farming one can devise a trap circuit. When this is tuned to the wave length of the offender, the impulses received by the aerial are made to respond only in the trap circuit. Other stations may then be heard on other wave lengths without the interference before experienced.

The diagram of the trap circuit used is shown on this page.

Suppose a 350 metre wave is being received in the main circuit, and a 200 metre wave is interfering. The trap circuit is tuned to 200 metre, and it will be found that the interference is greatly reduced, if not entirely eliminated.

The reason for this is, to put the matter into simple words, because it is easier for the interfering wave to enter the trap circuit than to overcome the high impendence of the main circuit.

Many interesting experiments can be carried out in this direction by an enthusiastic experiment. Such experiments will not be a waste of time, for one finds new transmitting stations springing up all over the place, and interference will naturally follow if one’s receiver is not selective.

A double circuit will also be found more selective than the single circuit type of receiver. That is to say, a set using only one coil for tuning will not be as selective as an inductively coupled circuit, such as a house comp.}

Continued on page 19, vol. 2
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BULL EMITTER VALVES.

DEVELOPMENTS IN RECEIVING TUBES.

(By R. D. Charlesworth.)

With the increase of the general public into radio, manufacturers are turning their attention to providing apparatus of greater reliability, greater ease of operation, and lower cost of upkeep, resulting in greater efficiency.

The vacuum tube is the most expensive item in the modern wireless receiver. The tubes are expensive, and their life is comparatively short. The expense of providing and maintaining a six-watt storage battery for heating the filaments of the tubes is also a serious drawback in the person who would like to use a multiverse receiver, but has not the facilities at hand for easy recharging his batteries. The cry for a more economical tube to satisfy the demands of the broadcast listeners has been heard, and the market now offers several of these low temperature, or bull emitter tubes, amongst the best known being the Marconi-Osram, General Electric and Western Electric types.

A glance at the chart on page 19, showing the characteristics of some of these tubes in comparison with the older type of tube, such as the G.E. U.V. 200, will illustrate the great advantage in considering the new types in order to reduce loss running costs.

U.V. 200, 5 6, volts, 3 6, amp, 30) plate volts, critical: Marconi-C.R.E., 1 6, volts, 25 6, amps, 25 6, plate volts, not critical; EV. 200, 6 6, plate volts, 1 6, amperes: 25 6, plate volts, critical; EV. 280A, 5 6, volts, 25 6, amp, 25 6, plate volts, critical; EV. 280B, 1 4, volts, 26 6, amperes, 26 6, plate volts, not critical.

It is true that these tubes are more expensive than the older type, but when it is realised that the storage battery only needs charging once in about eight weeks instead of once a week, the new tubes present a proposition which at once becomes attractive.

The development of a new tube filament wire has made the manufacture of these tubes possible, and radio engineers consider this discovery as one of the real turning points for vacuum tubes in wireless work, as the tungsten filament lamp is over the carbon lamp in the field of electrical illumination. This new filament has the high efficiency of electron production of the
Bits of Humour

"Did I understand you to say you had a wife and six children in Australia and had never seen one of them?"

"Yes, that is how I stated it."

Then the American inquired, "How can that be? You say you never saw one of them. I do not understand it at all."

"Because," was the reply, "one of them was born after I left." — "Judge."

"How Can One Be Happy in Heaven If Relatives and Friends Should Be in Hell?" is the subject for tonight at the evangelistic services at the Mitchell Park Christian Church, Eleventh and Jackson Streets. Mr. Lamford will sing, "I Want to Go There." — From a news item in the St. Joseph News-Press.

MANHATTAN

Light your Dry Cell Tubes with

Red Seal Dry Batteries
and secure longer service at low cost.

All interested in Quality Radio Apparatus will find

Red Seal Radio Headsets
have many points of advantage and superiority.

Make enquiries about the

Manhattan Loud Speaker
with CONCERT MODULATOR
It recreates the work of Broadcasting Artists

Protect your set and home with an

Argus Lightning Arrester
Approved by National Board of Fire Underwriters

Ask your dealer about these specialities, and

Fada Neutrodynne Receivers and Parts

Australian Factory Representatives:

Atkins Maclean Ltd., 350 George Street, Sydney
Radio ZF - A (C. P. Smith, Camden), submits his log for Friday, 14/3/24, and thereby adds to his list of American amateur call signs.

1001 - 6010 TI calls 1.
1013 - 6510 TI calls 901Y.
1015 - 9510 TI calls 61Y.
1011 - 6AVR calls 41B.
1013 - 9MC calls C4.
1021 - 6AVR calls 9MC on answer to CD.
1021 - 6AVR (3) calls 3AY.
1023 - 7 calls 6TR.

Of the above stations 9MC and 6 AVR were the loudest. 9MC has been heard before. With the exception of 6AVR all stations seemed to be using A.C. on plates, and it is much more steady than D.C. 9MC from 2AP, N.Z., was very bad, though weather was ideal. A detector and one stage audio was used.

And this from 2F (F. P. Charles, Marsden) I have recently heard 3AA, 3AK, 3BH, 3HI, 3BD, and 3 HI, the last four of whom were received on a loop aerial, the two ends of which were connected to the aerial terminal, no earth being used. 3BD was also logged on phone under the same conditions, being very nearly as strong as the local stations: VM, VB, VJ, and V8 have also been similarly logged.

For Sale: Two Yard Ariel complete with Edison feet mast and Telephone Head Set. Apply, Frank M. Smith, Box 230, G.P.O., City 9442.

Books on Wireless

Construction of Crystal Receivers for Broadcast and General Reception by A. Douglas. Price 2/3 per tin.

How to Make a "Trip" Wireless Receiver by E. Bolitho. Price 2/3 per tin.

Wireless: Popular and Concise by E. Crayley. Price 2/3 per tin.

Add. of Wireless: A Popular Explanation by P. Harris. Price 8d. per tin.

N.S.W. Bookstall Co. Ltd

47 George Street, City

Those D.X. Kings. Can You Beat 'Em?

Radio ZF - A (C. P. Smith, Camden), submits his log for Friday, 14/3/24, and thereby adds to his list of American amateur call signs.

Radio ZF - A (C. P. Smith, Camden), submits his log for Friday, 14/3/24, and thereby adds to his list of American amateur call signs.

On the night of 6th instant, 2CDM was logged, using an outside aerial and earth. The receiver used employs first stage R.F. detector and two stages A.F.

And again!

T. R. Anthony (Adelaide, N.S.W.) reports that using a single detector valve, with no amplifications, has logged six Victorians in a quarter of an hour. At the beginning of mechanicals, 3H, 2BM, 3UJ, and 3BD were heard calling 2CDM. During the last few nights the following have been logged good strength: 2HM, 2CD, 2BC, 3UJ, 3JH, 3BD, 3CM, 3ZJ, 1VD, 13I, 2CDM was QSA until March 2nd, when he suddenly stopped.

A Little Praise from Queensland.

C. Walker, Clifton, Qld., reports:

The following have come in at my experimental station. QSA, both on music and speech: 3BR, 5AH, 3BU, MM, 201B, 20CD, 2BM, 20Q, 2EG, 2TJ, 2SA. On 15th March, 2AQ, New Zealand, came in between 9 p.m. and 9.30 p.m. Equal in strength and modulation to any Australian amateur that I have logged. I logged all the above stations on one detector, and three audio frequency amplifying valves. Most of the above I can get on two valves, and none, on the detector valve alone. I have also logged the following local (Queensland) stations: 4GE, 4CK, 4C, 4FA.

2YJ says that 2AI (Tas.) is coming in good strength.

Study This Little List.

ZFN (J. W. Connell, Randwick), sends the following report of D.X. results for the month of February. The stations were heard mainly on one stage of radio and one detector, but at times a stage of radio was added—Victoria: 3DQ, 3AP, 3BD, 3BU, 3JH, 3BU, 3JP, 3JP, 3BD, 3BM, 3HI.

N.S.W.: 2BM, 2CD.

Tasmanian: 7AA, 2AD.

New Zealand: 2AP, 2AC, 4BA, 2AE.

Re dokładnie: 1AG, 1AY, 1AA.

South Australian: 5AH, 5BD, 5BM.

U.S.A.: 6BR, 60R, 3PK.

2ZK further reports logging FOM (the official station of the American BRL at Connecticut), calling PBAB. Signals were very weak, but 2ZK states that matches of the message received showed beyond all doubt that it was sent by FOM.

J. L. Scott Radio Engineers

We are putting on the market an Experimenter's Wattmeter of good quality at a sensible price.

Experimenters must be catered for generally.

60 Hunter St., Sydney
Radio Handbook that is Really Worth While.

Keeping yourself up to the minute on radio is a very difficult problem. Many books and texts are published, but are soon out of date by the ever-changing radio. To this end the Lefax Radio Handbook is trying to overcome. It is a loose-leaf handbook of packet size. It grows with every new discovery about radio. Each month a supplement is issued, to be inserted in the original cover, that keeps the book up to date. It cannot become out of date, and it gives you all the true known facts regarding each article or apparatus described.

Dr. J. H. Bellinger and L. E. Whittemore, Chief of the Radio Laboratory, Bureau of Standards, D.C., U.S.A., are the authors. Both are well known in Radio Engineering circles, and men who know and have done things in radio. Both gentlemen have given a good deal of time to the perfection of this handbook and an owner can rely completely on the published facts.

The latest circuits that are evolved from time to time are thoroughly tested before being published. The circuits and constructional details are then given with their characteristics. Another feature is the simple explanation of the action and reason for each piece of apparatus in the circuit. For instance, how many times have you been asked yourself what is the action of a grid condenser. This is thoroughly treated in the supplements so are very many other such questions.

The average amateur thinks most technical books of this nature are too technical for him to understand, and on the other hand that beginning books are too simple for them. Lefax strikes a very happy medium. It describes each step in such a way as to please an engineer but so the novice can easily understand it. The Lefax Radio Handbook is an excellent guide for all Radio enthusiasts.

FOR SALE—2 Valve Radio, also Electric Radio Gear. £5. cheap. 138 Rose St., Darlington.

FOR SALE—Most complete 29 watt Telephone and C.W. Transmitter, including power transformer and rectifiers and four valve multi-range receiver, all in oak case. 6ft. long. Disposing to make room for larger Installations. Price £70. B. D. Charlesworth, 173 Parramatta Road, Haberfield.

Lefax Perpetual Radio Handbook

Here is a Radio information mine. It can't grow old nor out-of-date. It grows with new Radio discoveries. It is in lose leaf form and every purchaser is a registered owner. Every month by mail you get its printed, bound, illustrated, punched pages every new fact concerning Radio without extra charge. You buy the book ONCE.

Welby Radio Company
13 Royal Arcade, Sydney

Telephone M.415
Broadcasting Sets and License Forms

Together with the FREE SERVICE of Broadcasters (Sydney) Limited may be obtained from the following:

L. P. R. Bean & Co.
229 Castlereagh St., Sydney.
Telephone: City 353.

United Distributing Company Ltd.
(Wholesalers)
26 Clarence Street, Sydney.
Telephone: City 3566.

W. Harry Wiles
60-62 Goulburn Street, Sydney.
Telephone: City 5686

Wireless Supplies Ltd.
21 Royal Arcade, Sydney.
Telephone: M 3378.

E. R. Cullen
98 Bathurst Street
Telephones: City 869, 2006.

Radio House
619 George Street, Sydney.
Telephone: City 1487.

Colville-Moore Wireless Supplies
10 Rowe Street, Sydney.
Telephone: B2261.

Ramsay, Sharp & Co. Ltd.
217 George Street, Sydney.
Telephone: City 3176.

The Home Electric
106a King Street, Sydney.
Telephone: B 5565.

Swains
119-123 Pitt Street, Sydney.
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whilst others are manufactured. Amongst the latter may be mentioned silicon, and a crystal called magnetite. All, however, are used because they possess the same property, namely, power to rectify. Now, this latter requires a little explanation, and I will endeavour to explain to you exactly what is meant by it.

If we draw a simple receiving circuit, but omitting the crystal or detector as it is called, we find that the following takes place. When the manipulating key of a transmitting station is pressed a series of electromagnetic waves are radiated from the aerial of that station. These cut the circuits of all receiving stations within range of that transmitting station, and provide that such stations be tuned to the wave length of the transmitting station, a series of electrical oscillations takes place in the circuits of these stations. Unfortunately, these oscillations are of such a frequency, that it is impossible for them to operate any device enabling them to be detected, such, for instance as a telephone receiver. To overcome this difficulty a crystal may be inserted in the circuit with the following effect. Possessing, as it does, the rectifying quality spoken of just now, it allows the impulses to pass through the circuit in one direction only, thus doing away with the oscillating effect. The result is that a telephone placed in the circuit is able to respond to the comparatively slow impulses thus produced, and the signals radiated from the transmitting station read with ease.

The usual method of placing a crystal detector in a circuit is to mount the crystal in some cup-shaped receptacle, and provide an adjustable contact well insulated from it. The contact generally used is a piece of fine flexible wire, which may be adjusted at will to touch the crystal in any part, and with varying degrees of pressure. The rectifying qualities and sensitivity of the various crystals vary considerably, and it is almost impossible to determine by the appearance of them, their value as detectors. Only by actual test under natural conditions can this be done. Some crystals are sensitive pathetically over the whole of their surfaces. Others are sensitive only in certain places. Others again become more sensitive if the voltage from what is known as a local battery is applied. In such cases a very small voltage is allowed to pass through the receiving circuits, and is regulated by means of what is called a potential meter, which is simply a noninductive high resistance which may be varied at will. An excellent means of applying this local current to the crystal is to place an almost exhausted dry cell in the circuit, together with the potential meter spoken of above.

All crystals are more or less delicate objects, and should be handled as little as possible. When it becomes necessary to remove one from its receptacle the operation should be performed with a pair of tweezers. Also, a crystal should never be secured in a cup by means of solder, as the heating of it destroys its detecting qualities.

In conclusion, I would like to emphasise the fact that, in spite of the opinion of many experimenters who change from crystal to valve work, and discover the superiority of the latter, the crystal has not by any means outlived its usefulness. During the past twelve months considerable work has been done throughout the world's laboratories in combined crystal and valve circuits, and much success has been achieved in this direction, so, Mr. Experimenter, when you advance a little and commence experimenting with a valve, do not despise the crystal. Rather should it be looked upon as a very useful adjunct to its more sensitive rival.
THE WORM TURNS.

The Editor,

Wireless Weekly.

Dear Sir,-With characteristic impatience "R.C.M." bursts into print in this week's issue of "Wireless Weekly," and burks some particularly offensive remarks at the engineering staff of the Amalgamated Wireless, Ltd. It is to be regretted that an alleged experimenter should make such remarks, both against the individuals and apparatus concerned.

Regarding the interference due to harmonics caused by the operation of high power valve transmitters, both of the C.W. and Teleco Train type, the trouble experienced by receiving stations is due much to the fault of the latter, owing to the non-selective receiving apparatus employed by experimenters, despite the assurance of the Government authorities that they would not use single circuit regenerative apparatus. It must be admitted that even with selective coupled apparatus a slight harmonic interference will always be present, but this is always very sharply tuned, similar to the fundamental it should cause no trouble to an experimenter worthy of the name. The third harmonic of 600 metres can be likened to a short wave transmitter working on exactly 200 metres (not approximately 225 metres, as "R.C.M." states), and if one extra transmitting station on the short waves makes all the difference between success and failure, how does "R.C.M." account for the excellent work being carried out by our American cousins, who have to contend with tens of thousands of similar experimental stations, broadcasting valves, and harmonics from long wave arc valves and alternator stations using powers often one hundred times that employed by W1S and VKQ? In addition to harmonics from long wave transmitters, experimental stations also suffer from the same complaint, and relative to the power used they form a bigger percentage of the energy radiated than in the case of their larger prototypes, owing to the use of direct coupling by the aerial and inefficient coupled circuits. The presence of these harmonics can be readily demonstrated by tuning in on the odd and even multiples of the 200-250 wave band. If experimenters would only tune their transmitting apparatus clear of the harmonics from W1S, they, in turn, will cause no mutual interference to their third major harmonic on commercial wave lengths.

It should be remembered that the commercial stations are performing a service to the whole of the community, and it would be a sorry day for radio if their operations had to be curtailed to suit the convenience of a bunch of pseudo-scientists who have not, and are never likely to make any useful contribution to the art they have adopted for a pastime. Radio has reached that stage where it requires an expert knowledge of physics, mathematics and engineering principles to make progress, and assuming that "R.C.M." possesses all these attributes, would he be so kind as to outline the ideal station he appears to have in mind? I am afraid that such a transmitter would be like the closing chapter of Shakespeare's "Seven Ages," "sans harmonics, sans everything."

Yours faithfully,

ONE OF THE ALLEGED.

AN EFFICIENT HOME-MADE LOUD SPEAKER.

(Contributed by C. Morgen.)

Every experimenter at some time feels the need of a loud speaker, but in question of expense very often renders the purchase of a standard model impossible.

Here are the details of the construction of a loud speaker which will give good results, cost very little, and will be the means of creating added interest in experiments.

All that is required is a sheet of galvanised iron, 2ft. 6in. by 1ft. 4in., by 1/16in. of bare copper tubing, and about 8ft. of 1/16in. bare garden hose.

Cut out from sheet, as shown in Fig. 1, and scribe a line to form a cone and solder the joint. Then drill a small hole in the piece of copper tubing, insert the sharp end of the same and solder firmly. Fit a piece of hose into the end of the copper tubing, and fasten the phone to the base as shown in Fig. 2. Side elevation is shown in Fig. 3.
March 23, 1924.

The Editor, "Wireless Weekly."

Dear Sir,—With reference to "R.C.M." letter in "Wireless Weekly" of the 14th instant, on the question of harmonics of VIS and VKQ.

It does one good to know that an experimenter has at last had enough go in him to express his opinion in writing, and now that "R.C.M." has set the ball rolling there will, no doubt, be many others who will have something to say on this most exasperating subject. I, for one, absolutely endorse every particle of his opinion. It is, of course, a recognised fact that the VIS operators care not one grain for the experimenter, and as an instance I will relate as follows:

During a visit to Pennant Hills Station (VIS) a few weeks ago, a remark was passed to the operator about the harmonics of his station, and his only answer was a shrug of his shoulders and a remark to the effect that they care nothing about the interference they cause, irrespective of persons, so long as they get their own work through, so of course we experimenters would only be laughed at for our pains should we complain to the authorities of the VIS harmonics. Yet at the same time, posted up on the wall of VIS operating room is a letter from the Department asking them to report any instance of interference from experimental stations, and there is no doubt that should any experimenter not heed the ORT and close down without more ado, he would be promptly reported and put to an end of trouble.

Let us hope that some day the authorities will sit up and take notice, and try to give the experimenter a fair go.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

19th March, 1924.

The Editor, "Wireless Weekly."

Dear Sir,—With reference to the article, "The Call of the WRA" by "R.C.M.," in your issue of the 14th inst., I do not think "R.C.M." has had much if any, experience in radio stations employing arc or valve transmitters.

No doubt those harmonics are annoying, as he says, but why does he wind-up so much about it?

If he has any practical radio ability he would do well by designing something new, and no doubt he would get a good position out of it.

Speaking of harmonics, how "R.C.M." the slightest idea of how such are radiated from arc or valve apparatus.

No doubt many of your readers would be interested to hear all about them, and not be kept in the dark.

I do not know "R.C.M.," and I have no desire to know him; but as I have had practical radio station experience, employing spark, arc and valve apparatus up to 60kilowatts, and have been experimenting some 15 years, and know a little of spark, arc and valve working, I think it would be as well for "R.C.M." to study them a bit more before writing about inside workings of radio stations.

Trusting time and space will permit for publication of same—I am,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Continued on page 19

WIRELESS APPARATUS

New or Second-hand, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

HOWELL'S

19 Barlow Street

An illustration of our

"REFLEX"

Loose Coupler Receiver

as quoted in our Price List

Special Features

Bakelite Panel with Aerial and Earth Terminals; Detector; Phone Condenser and Phone Terminals mounted over Primary Coil; Secondary Coil Selector Switch and Studs mounted on Circular Ebonite on end of coil; Nickelised Terminals; Slider and Running Rods; Polished Maple Wood-work.

"REFLEX" Loose Coupler Receiver

£3-15-0

Complete Set of Parts to make the above Set 36/6
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Round the Clubs

WAGGA RADIO CLUB.
At present this club, which was formed early last month, has 28 active members, besides a number of junior supporters. Although the club rooms are not yet in order, experiments are carried out in members' sets, and afternoons and evenings are spent out in the country.

A very interesting experiment was carried out recently. About 120 ft. of high tension wire was wound around a motor car, and for an earth a piece of fine wire gauge was connected to a three valve receiver by a length of one-twentieth insulated wire. Music and speech from the Roseville Wireless Supplies Company's station, 2 miles away, came in very clearly, while the car was moving at the rate of 15 miles an hour.

More compact apparatus will be used for the next test, and even better results are expected. The Hon. Secretary of the club is Mr. A. N. C. McGarrigle.

WENTWORTH RADIO CLUB.
The club met on March 19th. There was a good attendance, although Mr. McKenzie was unfortunately unable to deliver a lecture as had been arranged. The lecture will be given at the next meeting on Wednesday, April 2nd.

NORTHERN SUBURBS RADIO SOCIETY.
The fourteenth meeting of the above Society was held on Thursday, March 19th. There was a good attendance of members. Mr. Alou, the Postmaster of Gordon, gave about half an hour's lecture on Morse, 45 - per set

BAKELITE SHEET, ROD AND TUBE — FOR PANELS, KNOBS, ETC.
Higher Insulator than Ebonite, is mechanically stronger, can be machined, takes a high polish, does not crack, warp or discolor with age, and stands the Highest Electrical Test.

WIREs Belden Manufacturing Co.'s Products.
Copper—Beldenarmal DCC SCC DSC, for general purposes and panel wiring.
Resistance — 1A1A, 193 Alloy, Nichrome, etc., for Resistances and Rheostats.

INSULATIONS Micanite & Insulators Coy. Ltd. Products
Empire Cloth and Silk, Leatheroid, Friction Tape, Terminals, Reins Cored Solder, and Fibre Sheet, Rod and Tube.

Wires and Supplies from all Wireless Supply Houses or wholesale from the Australian Agents
O. H. O'BRIEN & NICHOLL (Sydney)
37-39 Pitt Street, Sydney

Phone: City 3302. Phone: City 10592.
The Moore Fund

It is very gratifying to see the public taking a definite move on behalf of this cause. Twelve Clubs have to date sent along contributions and some of these are situated outside Sydney.

In appealing again to those clubs which have not yet responded, we want to bring home the urgent need for funds for Mrs. Moore and her little ones. We hope to make this a big week. Will Club Secretaries help us in endeavouring to make collections at their next meetings?

To experimenters generally, we make this appeal. Send us something this week.

Send along the contributions to the Wireless Weekly, 33 Regent Street, Sydney or to Mr. Phil Rhodes, Box 7201, C.P.O., Sydney.

The funds will be handled by a Board of Trustees consisting of Messrs. F. Paul Cooke, Phil. Rhodes and J. W. Robinson. These gentlemen will see that the money is properly disbursed.

Contributions to date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. T. Hitchon</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. W. Faulkner</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Dixon</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Leedham</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Storm</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Carter</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Larkin</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Mason</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Ambrose</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. W. Robinson</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Paul Cooke</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Sanders</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Nash</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Bell</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert H. Doyle</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. E. Henry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. E. Henry</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Trigg</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

American Radio Apparatus
Wholesale Only

PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.
SECOND FLOOR, KINCOOPAL CHAMBERS
No. 38, MARTIN PLACE - SYDNEY
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oxide coated filament (DER type), and the ruggedness of the old tungsten filament (UV 200 type).

It has quietness of operation, a low operating temperature, and longer life than the old tungsten filament. The wattage consumed by the filament of the UV 199 is 18, or approximately 1/27th of the energy used in the UV 200 tube. Yet the characteristics when used as either detector or amplifier are slightly better, the chief advantage being the stability of the electron emission and a non critical filament operating voltage of from one to three volts. The filament of this tube functions at a temperature of about 400 degrees cooler than the ordinary tungsten filament, having only a dull red glow, an advantage over the intense glare produced by the older tubes.

Tubes employing this new device are less susceptible to burn out than any other tube. If the filament is operated at too high a voltage the electron emission falls off and the tube becomes inoperative. The emission may be regained by operation at the rated voltage for a short time with the plate voltage off.

The chemical structure of the filament is responsible for this improvement. A certain amount of thorium oxide is contained in the tungsten, and when the rated voltage is applied a portion of this oxide comes to the surface and forms a coating on the outside of the filament. There is also a continuous reserve just under the surface of the filament. It is this thorium oxide which emits electrons. If a voltage of, say, 5 to 10 volts is applied to the tube the filament will become incandescent. The power so dissipated will cause the filament to become hot enough to cause the filament to glow.

The writer has based on "R.C.M.'s" part which would result in these stations being removed from the list.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

E.S.T.
The wireless weekly : the hundred per cent Australian radio journal
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CONDENSERS.
(By "The Little American.")

The condenser obtains capacity, and capacity is the second important electrical effect necessary to set up an oscillating circuit. A condenser consists essentially of two sets of metal plates, separated by an insulator known as the dielectric. The plates of each set are electrically connected, but the two sets are thoroughly insulated from each other. The function of a condenser is to store up electricity in the form of an electric field between the metal plates.

The general principles of construction of a condenser are illustrated by the plates being odd in number and so arranged that one set lies in between those of the other set. Variable condensers have one set of plates fixed and the other set capable of being rotated in and out between the others. Such condensers are used very extensively in radio work.

The capacity of a condenser is measured by the amount of electricity that can be stored up in it. The capacity of a condenser depends upon the area of metal plates, upon the nature of the dielectric, and upon the distance between the metal plates, and the number of plates. The "dielectric constant," or specific inductive capacity of an insulating in the number of times the capacity of a condenser is greater when this material is used as the dielectric constant of one. The dielectric constant $K$ for other materials is given in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Dielectric Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica</td>
<td>4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard rubber</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraffin paper</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellac</td>
<td>3-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table it can be seen that a condenser with a glass as a dielectric will have a capacity of from five to ten times as great as it would have it air was used.

A variable condenser has maximum capacity when the movable plates are completely enclosed within the fixed plates, and can have its capacity decreased to any desired amount by rotating the movable plates partially out from between the fixed plates. The two sets of plates must not touch each other at any point while in any position, or the condenser will be rendered ineffective. The variable condensers in common use have the plates made of hard aluminium about $1 / 32$ of an inch thick, with an air space of $3 / 32$ of an inch between the plates. The following are the sizes and capacities of the variable condensers in general use in receiving apparatus:

- 8 plate           $0.0004$
- 11 plate          $0.0005$
- 23 plate          $0.0007$
- 34 plate          $0.0007$
- Small plates      $0.001$
- Large plates      $0.001$
- 13 plate          $0.0015$
- 61 plate          $0.0015$

Up to this time there has been but limited development in condenser design. The present type of rotating plate condenser is seldom very accurate. Though spacing may be fairly uniform when manufactured, handling soon changes positions of the plates. Many of the plates are stamped out with rough edges. Unless the metal is carefully treated, temperature changes will produce warping of the plates. The plates may be shocked, but there is no uniform capacity change. Gradually development and improvements in design will help eliminate these and certain factors. But in the condenser will cause it to act function normally.

Little has been said of the fixed condenser because the experimenter cannot construct a perfect fixed condenser of the true capacity unless he is in possession of expensive measuring apparatus and great care is to be used. When fixed condensers are specified in a circuit, select one made by a reliable firm, and of a standard design, using mica as a dielectric. All fixed condensers, even of a standard make, do not come uniform in precision and are only good where a general fixed capacity is necessary. Where a precision capacity is required, a variable condenser is recommended. Fixed condensers save room and money, and are indispensable for capacities above $0.001$.

Next week's contents will include Mr. Perry's article, "Catching the Ringleders." Also the third article of the series by "Insulator," and details of Station 3BD (Vic).

Published by A. F. Watt, "Strathfield," East Cremorne St., McPherson's Point, for the proprietors and printers, Publicity Press Ltd., 53-55 Regent St., Sydney.
Operate a Loud Speaker

GET SOME ENTERTAINMENT FROM YOUR RECEIVING SET.

A combination that will produce surprisingly wonderful results in both VOLUME OF SOUND and PURE, DISTORTIONLESS MUSIC and SPEECH is that of Crystal Receiver and Valve Amplifier.

COLMO AUDIO AMPLIFIER: ONE STAGE:
- complete with English Valves, Jefferson Transformer, Elecroset Jacks, "B" Battery, etc.
- Price: £7 10/-

ONE STAGE: complete as above with U.V.
- 201A Valve.
- Price: £8 5/-

TWO STAGE: complete with English Valves.
- Price: £11 5/-

TWO STAGE: complete with U.V. 201A
- Price: £13 5/-

THREE STAGE: complete with English Valves.
- Price: £17

THREE STAGE: complete with U.V. 201A
- Price: £20

Above Apparatus mounted on Bakelite Panel in Polished Maple Cabinet, N.P. fittings throughout.

Colville-Moore Wireless Supplies Ltd.

Phone B 226/-

10 Rowe St., Sydney

ANNOUNCEMENT

We are pleased to notify our customers, both Wholesale and Retail, that we are now ready to quote for the erection of aerial masts from 30ft. to 200ft. in either Wood or Iron, also for flags of any design.

E. H. BRETT & sons LTD

LITTLE AVENUE, BALMAIN EAST

Phone W 1205
The Vital Spot
In the Radio Set

is the transformer. The advantages of using JEFFERSON TRANSFORMERS are acknowledged by hundreds of thousands of users the world over.

Stability of operation; Freedom from Distortion; Maximum Amplification; These are the characteristics demanded of transformers, and they are the qualities which have made JEFFERSON TRANSFORMERS the most popular among experimenters!

4 REASONS WHY!

1st. A Jefferson is scientifically designed.

2nd. The windings are carefully calculated to produce 100 per cent amplification—they are not built up to a ratio.

3rd. The Jefferson line embraces a variety of amplifiers to meet every demand—six Audio and two Radio Frequency types.

4th. As pioneer transformer manufacturers, Jefferson Engineers designed audio amplifiers long before Radio reached its present popularity. You will appreciate Jefferson's extra years of experience.

What's Inside

The most important thing in a transformer is its windings. "Star" transformers are wound with a new, exclusive, high grade, low resistance, specially adapted for radio use. Every transformer is accurately tested and guaranteed.

Results Count

You introduce 100 per cent scientific efficiency into your set when you install JEFFERSON TRANSFORMERS.


Sole Agents for Australia:

Fox & MacGillycuddy Limited

Daily Telegraph Buildings, KING ST., SYDNEY

Telephone: CITY 3602.